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discuss their thoughts on the readings provided by A Mighty Girl! This was previously
Looking to take things a step further? Start an after-school book club for students to
representative material. It is often used by educators to supplement equity practices and
One way is to provide our girls with inclusionary media. A Mighty Girl provides affordable
students, “concludes Jordan Bower, an active GWTeach student.

“The Mentor-Mentee Dinner was a great welcome back event for our new and current
For GWTeach students, the Dinner signals the official
Mentor for our Step 1 students,” states Sophia Chan, a

“Although I’m not in a field course this semester, I have the opportunity to be a Peer
not currently enrolled in

Upset you couldn’t make it to the Painting Party with GWTeach? Follow us on social
“It was really fun though,” states Kim. “It’s nice to see how everyone’s painting turned
This year, attendees of the event painted a Starry Night rendition of the Washington,

Every Colonials Weekend, GWTeach hosts a

COLONIALS WEEKEND WITH GWTEACH

Many thanks to Ms. Keo and all of our amazing mentors for the work you do to support
enjoyed teaching and is going to explore the same route I took as an educator.”

As a Mentor Teacher with GWTeach, Ms. Keo ultimately aims to inspire college students
incorporating parts of the lessons I see from the lessons I observe.”

teach a classroom full of middle school students is a challenge that requires many skills
especially those who love science as much as I do. I’ve been involved with the program

By offering her classroom to GWTeach students, Ms. Keo enriches college students
that can transcend to other fields.”

For Ms. Keo, hosting GWTeach students in her classroom serves as both a teaching and

“As an educator, I am always finding new ways to innovate and elevate the content in
learning experience. Sometimes, Ms. Keo will use lessons written by GWTeach students

Actively in the program since 2015, Keo has truly found her passion in education. She

That said, of the classes, Keo has tutored and run review sessions for my professors in biology and chemistry as a

During my sophomore year, I started

medical studies,” Keo recalls. So how

undergraduate with a focus on pre-

“I studied biology and chemistry as an

Washington, DC.

their Step 2

As a Mentor Teacher with GWTeach, Ms.

A GWTeach student in the program last year

Additionally, many GWTeach students who are

This year, many GWTeach students and DC
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY OCTOBER FOLKS!

Liam Searcy: 10/31
Sasha Caruthers: 10/26
Riley Abashian: 10/23
Sonali Prillman: 10/20
Olivia Issa: 10/3